Tuesday October 21th

13h30 Reception

14h00 How much is an author worth?
by Claro, writer, translator

14h15 – 15h45
A general context of the remuneration of authors
Bruno Arpaia, writer, journalist and italian translator
Heinrich Bleicher, general secretary, VS in VERDI, Germany
Odile Bouhier, writer, scriptwriter
Céline Curiol, writer
Cécile Deniard, translator, ATLF vice-president
Moderator Mathieu Simonet, lawyer, SGDL board member

15h45-16h15
Dialogue: Vincent Montagne, SNE president
& Marie Sellier, SGDL president

16h30 Money and contracts.
A view of the situation of authors in the UK
by Nicola Solomon, Chief executive of the Society of Authors

17h00 – 18h30
Outlying issues involved in the remuneration of authors
Sandro Ferri, E/O editions (Roma) & Europa (NY) director
Philippe Masseron, CFC assistant director
Philippe Robinet, Kero Editions co-founder and managing director
Catherine Schoemann, Dupuis head of legal affairs,
ADEB head of legal commission
Marie Sellier, writer, SGDL president
Moderator Valérie Barthez, SGDL head of legal affairs

Wednesday October 22nd

10h00 Reception

10h30 Dialogue: David El Sayegh, SACEM general secretary
& Geoffroy Pelletier, SGDL managing director

11h00 – 13h00
Alternative paths to the remuneration of authors
Pénélope Bagieu, writer, comic strip scripwriter, illustrator
Laurent Bettoni, writer, La Bourdonnaye editions publishing director
Patrick Gambache, La Martinière group general secretary
Franck-Olivier Laferrière, E-fractions editions publisher-founder
Llucia Ramis, Spanish writer
Marie-Pierre Sangouard, Amazon France Kindle contents director
Moderator Geoffroy Pelletier, SGDL managing director

14h15 – 15h45 Write more to earn more: the absolute need for an additional income
Alain Absire, writer, SOFIA president
Arno Bertina, writer
Olivier Chaudenson, Maisons de la poésie director and RELIEF president
Laurent Delabougise, FILL president
Virginie Lou-Nony, writer
Vincent Monadé, CNL president
Moderator Laurent Bonzon, ARALD director

16h00 - 18h00 Live better to write better
Angela Alves, IREC legal and institutional director
Thierry Dumas, AGESSA director
Mathieu Gabella, comic strip scriptwriter
Nicolas Georges, DGMIC, head of the « le Livre et la Lecture » department
Nicolas Hubert, rapporteur to the Supreme audit Court, head of the finance legislation department, ministry of social affairs
Geoffroy Pelletier, SGDL managing director
Moderator Nicolas Binctin, professor of law, University of Poitiers

Closing speach of the forum by Fleur Pellerin,
Minister of Culture and Communication